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Property development is a process with a lot of activities. It involvesProperty development is a process with a lot of activities. It involves
purchasing/acquiring real estate, renovating the property,purchasing/acquiring real estate, renovating the property,
construction, transactions from buyer/seller. The process involvesconstruction, transactions from buyer/seller. The process involves
development from the beginning to the end. As this is a long timedevelopment from the beginning to the end. As this is a long time
process it is necessary that it should be safe and the executed outputprocess it is necessary that it should be safe and the executed output
is of good quality. Trishala Infrastructure is one such Real Estateis of good quality. Trishala Infrastructure is one such Real Estate
Development Company based in Hyderabad, providing residential andDevelopment Company based in Hyderabad, providing residential and
commercial property development services. Simplify your propertycommercial property development services. Simplify your property
development with extraordinary management, Trishala believes thatdevelopment with extraordinary management, Trishala believes that
“An infrastructure is built on the foundation of faith!“. To fulfill this“An infrastructure is built on the foundation of faith!“. To fulfill this
need we have a dedicated team who are well specialized andneed we have a dedicated team who are well specialized and
experienced.experienced.

We as a property development firm have developers who can developWe as a property development firm have developers who can develop
the property or provide a strategy. Our developers add value to land orthe property or provide a strategy. Our developers add value to land or
property. They develop different strategies depending on the goals andproperty. They develop different strategies depending on the goals and
expectations of the investor or any individual, to get an outstandingexpectations of the investor or any individual, to get an outstanding
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result.result.

Highlights of Trishala Infrastructure are:Highlights of Trishala Infrastructure are:

14 + Years Legacy14 + Years Legacy
6+ Million Sft Construction6+ Million Sft Construction
100% Transparency100% Transparency
5+ Successful Projects5+ Successful Projects
2500+ Happy Clients2500+ Happy Clients

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/buy-gated-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/buy-gated-
community-luxury-villas-in-hyderabad-trishala-infra-8557community-luxury-villas-in-hyderabad-trishala-infra-8557
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